
 

 

We understand the benefits of mentoring young people when we hear the powerful stories of 
teens whose lives have been changed by a single, caring adult. If you listen, those stories are 
everywhere. Like me, you likely have a story of a mentor from your own youth. 

Mentoring is a crucial and vital component to positive youth development.  Children and youth 
with mentors are more confident and display fewer behavioral issues.  Role models have even 
been linked to reduction in bullying, with studies showing males are two times less likely to 
become bullies if they have positive adult role models in their lives.  Mentoring is particularly 
beneficial to at-risk and disadvantaged teens.  Youth from disadvantaged backgrounds are 
twice as likely to attend college when they have a mentor in their lives.  Young people who 
have experienced discrimination, family stressors, abuse, and violence are less likely to break 
the law or engage in substance abuse if they have had a positive mentoring relationship. 
Mentors provide the relational support to help them believe in themselves and in their abilities 
so they can overcome difficult life challenges. 

All teens reap big developmental dividends from nonparent mentoring relationships during 
their high school years. Regardless of income level, studies show that teens grow intellectually, 
interpersonally, and emotionally from supportive mentors.  Teens who have mentors are better 
planners, organizers, and problem-solvers. They also show growth in self-confidence levels and 
self-awareness. 

You may be asking - what qualities make me a good candidate for a youth mentor?  We are 
glad you asked.  We believe you have what it takes to impact the life of young men at Eagle 
Rock.  In a time when they are being heavily influenced by many outward sources, we desire to 
provide a solid foundation that will enable them to become all God designed them to be.  

1. You are Supportive:  The most important role of a mentor is to provide support and 
encouragement.  When young people are faced with adversity and are trying to deal 



with the disappointments that life has thrown at them, mentors are right beside them 
and remind them of their worth and value. 

2. You are an Active Listener:  Listen first - speak last.  Many teens feel inferior and like the 
adults in their lives don't listen to them.  

3. You Push - Just Enough:  As parents can attest, most teens don’t respond well to being 
pushed out of their comfort zones, particularly within families. But teens really like to 
have high expectations set for them – both academically and personally. They appreciate 
when mentors push them beyond what they may have imagined they could accomplish. 
In fact, this is likely the reason why mentored youth from disadvantaged backgrounds 
are twice as likely to attend college.    

4. You have an Authentic Interest in the youth you are mentoring as an individual:  Teens 
can tell the difference between adults who are authentically interested in them as 
individuals and those who are just playing a role. Mentors engage youth to understand 
all aspects of their lives and interests. They value young people’s ideas and honor their 
changing feelings and moods. 

5. You foster Self Decision Making:  A mentor reminds youth who they are and helps them 
believe they have the insights to make good choices. Knowing they are not being judged 
helps young people think through decisions critically, sifting through the deeper values 
that will inform the adults they become. 

6. You lend Perspective:  Adult mentors provide perspective to young people from their 
additional years of life experience. When obstacles seem overwhelming, mentors help 
put those challenges in perspective. They also help young people see both sides of a 
situation.  

7. You encourage Spiritual and Personal Development:  A mentor encourages youth to 
invest in themselves through the development of their relationship with God as well as 
taking good physical care of themselves.  This offers many opportunities for mentorship 
as you are both actively participating in activities. 

At Eagle Rock, we believe that words matter. As soon as God created mankind, he engaged him 
verbally. Merely speaking with (not at) people can affirm their existence. You talk to me; 
therefore, in a sense, I am. Simply greeting someone who walks through a room can be 
affirming to the individual and uplifting to everyone in the environment. 

Like water to a dry garden, speech has the strange and wonderful power to penetrate the soul 
and bring refreshment. A good word overcomes anxiety. 

“Anxiety in a man’s heart weighs him down, but a good word makes him glad” (Proverbs 12:25). 



Words have been endowed with the capacity to change lives, to bring arresting 
transformation. This is our desire at Eagle Rock - to see true transformation in the hearts and 
lives of the young men we serve.  Words have the curious and uncanny power to make living 
things die or bring dead things to life.  

“Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those who love it will eat its fruits” 
(Proverbs 18:21). 

 


